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World war is on the horizon inÃ‚Â New York TimesÃ‚Â bestselling author Brad TaylorÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s

tenth heart-pounding Pike Logan thriller. Ã‚Â  The Taskforce has stopped countless terrorist threats

across the globe, operating outside of US law to prevent the death of innocents. But now, along the

fault lines of the old Iron Curtain, the danger is far greater than a single attack. With Russia

expanding its influence from Syria to the Baltic States, the Taskforce is placed on stand-down

because of the actions of one rogue operator. Ã‚Â  Meanwhile, Pike Logan and Jennifer Cahill

travel to Poland, hired to verify artifacts hidden for decades in a fabled Nazi gold train, only to find

themselves caught amid growing tensions between East and West. A Russian incursion into

Belarus under the facade of self-defense is trumped by a horrific attack against the United States,

driving NATO to mobilize even as it tries to determine who is behind the strike.Ã‚Â  Ã‚Â  On the

brink of war, Pike and Jennifer discover that there is a separate agenda in play, one determined to

force a showdown between NATO and Russia.Ã‚Â  With time running out, and America demanding

vengeance, Pike and Jennifer race to unravel the mystery before a point of no return is reached.

Unbeknownst to them, there is another attack on the way.Ã‚Â Ã‚Â  Ã‚Â  One that will guarantee

World War III.
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This is probably the best Pike Logan novel to date. While it stands alone easily, knowing the

character development from the earlier books is a huge plus. This novel brings back the Israelis who

receive more attention and hence more depth. There were fewer 'Q' type gizmos since Pike and

Jennifer start without sponsorship of the TF but the ones brought in by Shoshana and Arian are not

only interesting but add to the overall suspense that builds as the US and Russia march toward total

war. Brad Taylor brings in the view point of a young soldier in the 75th Ranger Regiment who finds

himself in his first firefight not in Afghanistan but in the Ukraine. This is one of my favorites of the

Pike Logan series.

Brad Taylor is my new author, until the next Jack Reacher comes out.Although the Taskforce is on

stand down, possibly forever, Pike and Jennifer still have to make a living with their new front (er

real) company that hires out to provide security for "archeological digs." Old friends, Shoshana and

Aaron, formerly Mossad, approach them to help recover a priceless Torah that had been stolen by

the Nazis, and the chance to recover gold from the fabled Nazi gold trains. During the process, a

much more formidable plot comes to light and they find themselves uncovering a WWIII plot

involving Putin and the rest of the world. There is a lot of driving to get places before harm comes to

the mission members, and a lot of street names that are absolutely unpronounceable and that made

it difficult for me (I couldn't read Tolstoy for that reason).A group of antagonists brings war to the

front steps of the White House and finds everyone preparing for the worst by bringing down Air

Force One, possibly by accident. Putin is denying all involvement because his oligarchy pals want

more real estate, until even they have no stomach for a nuclear war.

Good read, a little predictable but still a great page turner. Pike Logan kicking butt and taking names

yet again

Not only is Brad Taylor hot, he must have a great sense of humor. All of his books move at the

speed of sound in terms of excitement. There are very serious implications if Taskforce isn't able to

thwart the evildoers, but mr Taylor does an excellent job of inserting comic relief. I find myself

having to stop reading from laughing out loud. And that's pretty much the only time I can stop

reading one of his books. I can't get enough! Keep them coming!



Great novel. Like the plot, especially the Israeli's. Shoshona sounds like a handsful and Aaron is

kind of not. Like the suspense, the unknowns and the unfolding of the entire story. Awesome

I never knew where the story was going yet was always excited about the destination when it

arrived. I enjoyed the relationship stuff I enjoyed them pulling people in and out and and the part

about Air Force One was brilliant. I truly couldn't put it down and can't wait for the next installment.

I've read everything he's published, and he never lets me down. This one is really good. Add the

tension between Pike and Jennifer to the tension between Aaron and Shoshanna, throw in a

Russian biker gang and two Israeli Russian mobsters, and then have them all cooking up and trying

to prevent WWIII, and you have another damn good read. Bravo, Brad! Keep 'em coming.

I don't know how he continues to do it but Brad Taylor continues to write exciting stories after

exciting stories. This one had the Russians on the border, Ukranian's getting squeezed, NATO on

eadge, and the United States government breathing fire after a tragic airplane crash. Pike and

Jennifer were on the trail of Nazi stolen Tora with the help of Shoshana and Aaron only to fall into

this even more critical mission... stopping WWIII from starting. Yes it's another pager turner from the

the thriller master Brad Taylor.
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